
1:4 live classes
Master English and communication 

with India's best 
Master English and communicate confidently with India’s best 1:4 live classes

Class KG to 10  |  Just 4 students

projectsMilestone 
At Lido, we believe in project-based learning!  Every unit ends with an awesome 

Milestone Project so your child can put their skills into practice.

Make a podcast

Create a comic Publish a story Write a 

news article

Publish a blog Deliver a Ted talk

 of EnglishFour pillars
Lido's curriculum is designed to make your child an all round English super star

Learn perfect grammar through 
games

Master key school curriculum 
concepts

Practice vocabulary through daily 
word lists

Grammar

Build 100% fluency and confidence

Practice through daily classroom 
discussions and audio/video 
homework

Participate in plays, elocution 
contests, Model United Nations

Public SpeakingReading

Exposure to global literature, poetry, 
and Shakespeare

Boost reading through monthly 
book club

Masterclasses with authors, public 
figures

Writing

Publish original content: books, 
poetry, plays

Build the habit of writing through a 
daily blog

Workshops with famous authors

guaranteed.Incredible results, 

Future Ready
Job interviews, global opportunities, 

unlimited career options - the sky’s the limit!

Life Skills
Your child will read, write, speak, and create 

like never before

Confidence
Your child will become a fluent & confident 

public speaker



English Units for Class 6 & 7
Each unit is 10 classes

This certificate is presented to

Certificate of Recognition

for Blogging

Manasi Sheth

Nishu Goyal Sahil Sheth Nandini Mullaji
CTO, Lido Learning


IIT Madras
CEO, Lido Learning


Duke University
CSO, Lido Learning

Stanford University

Date: 00/00/20

Built by alumni from

This certificate is presented to

Excellence in Storytelling

Manasi Sheth

Nishu Goyal Sahil Sheth Nandini Mullaji
CTO, Lido Learning


IIT Madras
CEO, Lido Learning


Duke University
CSO, Lido Learning

Stanford University

Date: 00/00/20

Built by alumni from

Unravel Travel

Classic Ends!

What you will learn

What you will learn

Capstone Project

Capstone Project

Junior Blogger

End Setter

Heighten your skills of speaking, listening, reading, writing and 
grammar while travelling to your favourite destination, as we 
become awesome travel bloggers.

What happened after this? Where did they all disappear? The end 
is in your hands. Craft gripping, happy, sad, suspenseful, scary 
endings and give a new twist to stories. 

In this unit, students will learn to use their understanding of adjectives, its types and degrees of 
comparison to write descriptive narratives based on their reading of different genres.

In this unit students will learn to classify nouns, explain parts of a sentence and read different genres to 
classify and comprehend texts. They will also compose simple stories and narratives.

Speaking 

Speaking 

Describe destinations and 
present your blog

Present stories and predict 
alternate endings

Grammar 

Grammar 

Adjective and its type

Subject, verb and object, nouns 
and pronouns

Reading 

Reading 

Read texts to make connection 
to the self and the world

Read and analyze mysteries, 
folktales and legends

Writing 

Writing 

Write descriptive pieces

Write simple narrative pieces. 
Give classic endings to stories

Unit 1

Unit 2



English Units for Class 6 & 7
Each unit is 10 classes

This certificate is presented to

Certificate in Podcast Creation

Manasi Sheth

Nishu Goyal Sahil Sheth Nandini Mullaji
CTO, Lido Learning


IIT Madras
CEO, Lido Learning


Duke University
CSO, Lido Learning

Stanford University

Date: 00/00/20

Built by alumni from

Capstone Project
Pro Podcaster

Did you know your voice and speech can captivate the world? 
That is the beauty of podcasts! Master the skills of writing, 
editing, and speech, to become a viral podcaster!

This certificate is presented to

Award for Poetry Writing

Manasi Sheth

Nishu Goyal Sahil Sheth Nandini Mullaji
CTO, Lido Learning


IIT Madras
CEO, Lido Learning


Duke University
CSO, Lido Learning

Stanford University

Date: 00/00/20

Built by alumni from

It's All Poetry!

Peas in a Podcast

What you will learn

What you will learn

Capstone Project
Junior Poet

It's all poetry! Speak your heart out and explore the incredible 
world of poems, while learning how to read and write amazing 
poetry.

The unit will introduce students to the world of poetry, understand its elements and write their own piece. 
They will also learn to identify and use adverbs, interjections, appropriate punctuations and figures of 
speech.

This unit focuses on understanding and applying knowledge of verbs and tenses in writing short 
compositions. Students will be introduced to the concept of diary entries and learn journaling and 
expressing writing.

Speaking 

Speaking 

Recitation and presentation

Oratory skills, persuasive 
speaking skills

Grammar 

Grammar 

Adverbs, punctuations and 
interjections.

Tenses and verbs

Reading 

Reading 

Read to analyze poems

Read non-fiction texts

Writing 

Writing 

Expert poetry writing skills

Write diary entries and picture 
compositions

Plan and edit podcast scripts

Unit 3

Unit 4



English Units for Class 6 & 7
Each unit is 10 classes

This certificate is presented to

Excellence in Communication

Skills 

Manasi Sheth

Nishu Goyal Sahil Sheth Nandini Mullaji
CTO, Lido Learning


IIT Madras
CEO, Lido Learning


Duke University
CSO, Lido Learning

Stanford University

Date: 00/00/20

Built by alumni from

This certificate is presented to

Certificate in Creative Writing

Manasi Sheth

Nishu Goyal Sahil Sheth Nandini Mullaji
CTO, Lido Learning


IIT Madras
CEO, Lido Learning


Duke University
CSO, Lido Learning

Stanford University

Date: 00/00/20

Built by alumni from

The Art of Writing Letters

Tale Weavers

What you will learn

What you will learn

Capstone Project

Capstone Project

Junior Communicator

Budding Writer

The world can be a really small place. Let us connect and make 
friends all around the globe while exploring the journey from 
postcards to emails!

Step into the shoes of an author and unleash your inner writer. 
With the golden art of storywriting, create your own world by 
writing brand new endings to old beginnings and let your 
imagination run wild

In this unit, students will learn to identify and write types of sentences, and use 
conjunctions and connectors in their writing. Students will also be encouraged to read 
non-fictional texts like articles and letters; format, differentiate and write formal and 
informal letters.

In this unit, students will be able to identify and write appropriate synonyms, antonyms, homophones, homonyms 
for target words. Students will also learn to identify, illustrate, and explain the literal and figurative meaning of 
common idioms and proverbs and use them in the writing activities. Students will enhance reading skills like 
interpreting text, identifying key details from fiction texts and learn to summarize the readings.

Speaking 

Speaking 

Present letters written for 
different purposes

Present recreated stories

Grammar 

Grammar 

Types and kinds of sentences. 
Conjunctions, connectors and 
linking words

Synonyms, antonyms, 
homophones, homonyms, 
idioms and proverbs

Reading 

Reading 

Read articles and letters to 
identify structure, organization, 
and tone

Read texts to find their key 
details and main ideas, and to 
interpret them accurately

Writing 

Writing 

Plan and write formal and 
informal letters and emails

Advanced summary writing 
skills

Unit 5

Unit 6



English Units for Class 6 & 7
Each unit is 10 classes

This certificate is presented to

Recognition for Comprehension

Manasi Sheth

Nishu Goyal Sahil Sheth Nandini Mullaji
CTO, Lido Learning


IIT Madras
CEO, Lido Learning


Duke University
CSO, Lido Learning

Stanford University

Date: 00/00/20

Built by alumni from

This certificate is presented to

Certification in Public Speaking

Manasi Sheth

Nishu Goyal Sahil Sheth Nandini Mullaji
CTO, Lido Learning


IIT Madras
CEO, Lido Learning


Duke University
CSO, Lido Learning

Stanford University

Date: 00/00/20

Built by alumni from

Mr. Unique!!

Talk the TED, Walk the TED

What you will learn

What you will learn

Capstone Project

Capstone Project

Character Maker

Junior Speaker

Meet My Hero!! Break free from your imagination and sketch an 
avenger of your dream and put him on a mission. 

An idea can change the world, and so can you. Here's your chance 
to delve deep, share, and ignite a positive change. Ideate, draft, 
and present your original speeches to leave your audience 
inspired!

This unit focuses on enhancing reading skill to comprehend, know author's point of view, compare and contrast 
texts and characters and craft character sketches.The unit also explores the meanings of prefixes, roots and 
suffixes to enhance vocabulary and use them in their writing.

In this unit, students will learn about transformation of sentences, active and passive 
voice, and prepositional phrases. They will also read to understand the context and 
write to notify and speak confidently and with clarity.

Speaking 

Speaking 

Act out characters and their 
stories

Speak fluently with accuracy. Speak to the 
address and engage the audience. Speak using 
effective language, using appropriate voice 
modulation and emphasize effectively. Use the 
body posture and language, expressions, gestures 
to engage the audience. Get them hooked!

Grammar 

Grammar 

Prefix-suffix, direct and indirect 
speech

Prepositions, 
transformation of 
sentences and 
active-passive 
voice

Reading 

Reading 

Read stories, interpret them 
accurately, and infer the tone and 
emotion. Read to compare and 
contrast, and to identify the point 
of view of texts

Analyze texts using context clues.. 
Read a TED talk transcript for its main 
idea and purpose. Read a TED talk for 
its structure and organization. 
Interpret feedback to improve speech, 
language and delivery

Writing 

Writing 

Write awesome character 
sketches

Write notices and 
speeches on given 
prompts. Write to 
deliver a TED talk

Unit 7

Unit 8



English Units for Class 6 & 7
Each unit is 10 classes

This certificate is presented to

Excellence in Storytelling

Manasi Sheth

Nishu Goyal Sahil Sheth Nandini Mullaji
CTO, Lido Learning


IIT Madras
CEO, Lido Learning


Duke University
CSO, Lido Learning

Stanford University

Date: 00/00/20

Built by alumni from

Storybusters!

What you will learn

Capstone Project
Junior Storyteller

Think storytelling is a complex art? Think again! Let's master the 
golden art as we learn everything from making our own 
characters to narrating your own stories!

Play the role – This unit will take students into the world of plays and dramas as they will read and write 
speeches, essays and dramas to understand how words in dialogues and speeches influence individuals. To 
enhance their language skills, they will also learn to identify and use clauses, question tags and finite and 
non-finite verbs.

Speaking 
Present and record your stories

Grammar 
Question tags, clauses, finite 
and non-finite verbs

Reading 
Read famous essays and 
speeches. 

Read to analyze plays

Writing 
Advanced dialogue writing and 
precis writing skills

Unit 9



Sharan G.

Sharan G.

Aditi K.

Aditi K.

Ayushi ma’am

20
0

3
2

Introduction to Coding

Class 
Links Class Chat

Unravel Travel

It’s all Poetry

It’s all Poetry

The art of writing letters

Peas in a Podcast

Classic Ends!

Tale Weavers

Peas in a Podcast

Mr. Unique

English The perfect course

Choose from 150+  topics
Customise your learning experience

1:4 classes with expert teachers
Learn from India’s top 0.1% teachers

Interactive learning formats
Learn through videos, games, and activities

International curriculum 
Lessons designed by Harvard, Stanford, IIT alums 

Grammar: Parts of Speech 1

Manasi has shown excellent progress in 
her grammer. Great work.”
Ragnath Sir

Home

Progress

Library

Lidoboard

Making connections

Writing Skills

The Art of Writing Letters

Making connections

with myself 1

Paragraph writing II

Making connections

with the world

Picture Composition

Pronouns - Reflexive

and Emphatic

The right way to 
notice writing

Types of adjectives

How to write 
descriptively

The world of letters

6m 32s

6m 32s

6m 32s

6m 32s

6m 32s

6m 32s 6m 32s

6m 32s

6m 32s

Super parent appafter class Learning continues  

Homework and tests
Offline homework and tests for your child

Detailed reports 
Track your child’s progress at every step on your app

80,000+ question banks
So there’s always more to practice!

Academic advisor 
Support and guidance 7 days a week 



100% refund for classes not taken
We provide a trust certifcate for our no-questions-asked refund policy.

Refer Lido & Win Prizes!

 learning journeyStart your child's  today
Classes starting at Rs 375, use them for any subject

Start building the foundations of 
knowledge

Begin your journey of improved 
self-confidence and creativity

Track progress through your very own 
learning portfolio

Certificate

of completion

Learning 
Portfolio

Annual

Lido Olympiad

Young Leaders 
Scholarship 

eligibility

TEDx

Lido Talks

Exclusive

field trips

Unlimited 
Content

Library

Harvard/

Stanford/IIT 

alumni access

Parent student 
workshops

Novice

 a class! 525

Milestone Projects: 3

₹

60 classes 31,500₹

Become a master of concepts and skills Everything you need to change the 
world

Master different skills and build real 
strengths

Perfect the art of innovation and become a 
natural leader

Mentorship from Harvard, Stanford & IIT 
alums

Eligible of exclusive field trips to Silicon 
Valley, Oxford and beyond

Certificate

of Excellence

Certificate

of Mastery

Learning 
Portfolio

Learning 
Portfolio

Annual

Lido Olympiad

Annual 
Lido Olympiad

Young Leaders 
Scholarship 

eligibility

Young Leaders 
Scholarship 

eligibility

TEDx

Lido Talks

TEDx

Lido Talks

Exclusive

field trips

Parent student 
workshops

Exclusive

field trips

Parent student 
workshops

Unlimited 
Content

Library

Unlimited 
Content

Library

Harvard/

Stanford/IIT 

alumni access

Harvard/

Stanford/IIT 

alumni access

Master Superstar

 a class!450  a class!375

Milestone Projects: 6 Milestone Projects:10

₹ ₹

120 classes 240 classes54,000₹ 90,000₹

Most popular Best value

The sky is the limit

Share on WhatsApp

Share on Facebook

Invite your friends & win exciting prizes! Class is always fun together!

On the 50th referral On the 3rd referral

Lenovo Tablet
On the 5th referral

Macbook Air LaptopThe sky is the limit

College Fund 
Scholarship

₹ 10,00,000

Here are your Prizes to be won! Know more



teamBuilt by a  from

featuredAs  in

How does Lido help my child?

What does a week at Lido look like?

What is the structure of a Lido class? 

Do I have to sign up for all the subjects?

How does Lido select teachers?

For the best learning experience, a student needs face-to-face interaction with rockstar teachers, interactive content, and a personalised platform. Lido 
combines these three in its classroom for the 21st century, which is guaranteed to improve results. Lido provides live classes in this format for Math, 
Science, Coding, English, and much more for Grades K-10.

a. Personalised attention: With face-to-face interaction with tutors and a maximum of 4 students per class, your child receives personalised attention, regular 
feedback, and enough opportunities to clarify doubts.

b. Engaging content: Designed by Harvard, Stanford, and IIT alums, every live online class has HD animated videos, interactive games, live quiz competitions, 
and more. This helps your child learn concepts better and fall in love with learning. 

c. Real-world skills: Lido covers full school curriculum AND extra-curricular skills like problem solving, technical skills, communication, creativity through its 
live online classes.

A week at Lido is fun and filled with learning. We conduct 9 live online classes a week - our Math classes are conducted on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday; 
English and Science on Tuesday and Thursday, and Coding on Saturday and Sunday. Additionally, all our students have access to a video library covering all 
key concepts, and an unlimited question bank for extra practice. 

Every class has just 4 students and an expert teacher, and comprises 45 minutes of teach time during which students master concepts through 
explanations, videos, interactivities, and games, followed by a 15-minute end-of-class test and 15 minutes to clarify doubts. After every class, students are 
given homework which is personalised to suit their needs.

Lido offers live classes in Maths, Science, English, Coding, and much more. Based on your child’s needs, you can choose to sign up for as many courses as 
you want - one subject, or two, or three, or all four! You can also sign up for any of the new courses we offer at any time.

We have a rigorous interview process to ensure that we select only the top teachers in India to teach our live, interactive classes. We guarantee that every 
teacher is well-trained to enable excellent results for your child.
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